WAR IMPOSSIBLE SAYS JAPANESE STUDENT

Regarding Americans as Teachers—

Thinks California Laws Wrong But

WILL STRAIGHTEN OUT DIFFICULTIES

The recent Alien land laws passed by the state of California have caused considerable comment among the Japanese students of the country. Professor M. A. Royal, who has the students under the subject much consideration.

Yielding to a letter written by a Japanese student of the university setting forth the views of himself and fellow countrymen on the present subject.

Editor Daily Iowan,

Dear Sir:

Perhaps no two nations in the world have so much in common as friendship, for over half a century, as that between Japan and the United States. If Japan knows of various reasons why she should be grateful to the United States.

Why Japan has a sense of duty and regard for the United States. The desire of the Japanese people to establish peace in the world is well known.

For you is it not necessary to explain this fact, but I gather these reasons into one view. We realize Americans to whom she regards her teacher, for half a century, that deep moral feeling that between Japan and the United States was bound to result in the United States.

But serious misunderstandings of Japan has arisen in America, since the recent Japan-war and some occasional papers such as the Examiners belonging to Mr. Heuman, as the whole-hearted desire of the Americans to establish peace in the world, and whom the Americans are aware, know nothing about the language and literature and the moral life of Japan, have tried to break down such a friendship of half a century. They give a key note to their leaders and assert that Japan seeks war with the United States. The name of these officers are graduates of all the universities of the country, excepting with the United States. The number of these fellows is enlisted in the corps, the work of disarming. The United States.

Dr. G. A. Houston, also an alumnus of the S. U. Homeopathic read a paper on sanitary science that is attractive, widespread favorable community.

The state meeting for next year will be held in Iowa City.

NOTICE

There will be a bare and humorous dance in City Hall on Saturday, May 7th and 8th. This event is planned for students who have failed to attend on the day, was well as to the Japanese history for a period of five hundred years. Unfortunately she fought twice. Once with China and Japan, and once with the United States. She was also shaken in her recent years. Even such wars fought not for aggression, but for unavoidable circumstances in order to maintain the peace.

Alice C. Wilkinson.

(Continued on page 2)
A GREATER UNIVERSITY

A greater Iowa university has been the subject of many a discussion during the past few months, but nothing seems to have been suggested or done for the furtherance of the subject. There are many people in the university who have definite ideas on the furtherance of "greater university" but they evidently are afraid to come forward with their suggestions, for fear they might be the subject of discussion and their plan be ridiculed by some one. What if it is? It is only through the thinking and working over of some plan that results will be accomplished in the end and when a person starts a discussion he is not going to get results. If anything is a thing to be done, there are always plenty to talk it up and continue it. It seems to us that a smaller or some of the present classes should do the things that others are always used to do. The itemized statement of the judges and their plan be ridiculed by some one.

Entered as second class matter.

Arthur Whinstone is a genuine right of that flower, and seems to us that the friendship be destroyed by some one. But as for sending a check to the Y. W. C. A. for her clothes on the Pacific, we can do it without the sympathy and friendship of the United States. Such has profound need of the other?

Unfortunately our California friends, at the time of poppy bloom, may be distracted by exceptional odor of that flower, and seem to me their brains are somewhat out of order and they are doing something wrong. But we must remember that such a trick would not be the cause of war at all. It would not hurt the unique historic friendship of these two great nations an opposite shores of the Pacific, but we do wish to emphasize that the friendship between both the nations depends much upon the shoulders of us, the university students of both countries. In some sense I believe we are the real diplomat. Let us cast out such a narrow idea of race prejudice or commercial or naval competition, and let us join to the chorus of the Angelic sons of peace.

Sidwell’s Taxiderm. Phone 25.

Japanese War Impossible.

COMMISSION STATEMENT

1913 Hawkeyes--

To the Class of 1912--Debit, in fulfillment of our elections pledges, to publish a full and complete report of all receipts and expenditures in connection with publishing and editing the 1913 Hawkeye, in a complete statement of the manage- mental financial condition May 20, 1913. This statement is of necessity simplified; but any person can, by reading the President's office, gain access to the item- ized report, the books and all touching.
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is not from a profound point of view but is looked at from a fair position. The time is ripe for the movement of a greater university of Iowa to let all pull for, and express our opinions so that they can be heard by all.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

1913 Hawkeyes--

To the Class of 1912--Debit, in fulfillment of our elections pledges, to publish a full and complete report of all receipts and expenditures in connection with publishing and editing the 1913 Hawkeye, in a complete statement of the management financial condition May 20, 1913. This statement is of necessity

simplified; but any person can, by reading the President's office, gain access to the itemized report, the books and all touchings.

Statement

Organizations

Advertising

3113.75

Prof. S. C. Reed and

Grace Managers and

Leagues, etc.

Phonograph Pictures

26.00

Shop Returns

11.20

Individual costs

4.25

Books charged

9.96

Total receipts

1465.55

Expenditures

Engraving

305.75

Printing

785.00

Art Work

30.90

Photographic

90.90

General labor

150.00

Commissions (Adv. Sale of books)

120.00

Advertising

19.00

Total expenditures

3463.88

Total profits

840.64

Hill's uncollected

500.00

DAUPHIN BAY

Dash on hand

161.66

This statement as to the engraving records, only 322.72 worth of cuts. The itemized statement of the engravers shows that the set work and engraving really amounted to 8123.74. The contract was let, however, for a lump sum, and this lump sum was paid to the special exceptionally large number of pictures.

All individuals and organizations knowing themselves indebted to the 1913 Hawkeye will order a copy of this book. Let it be remembered that the Hawkeye will be sold at a great discount by sending a check in the amount at once. The itemized report has just been placed in the hands of the auditing committee.

Japanese War Impossible.

Recently the University of Iowa summarized; but any person can, by reading the President's office, gain access to the itemized report, the books and all touchings.
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IOWA'S GREAT MAY FESTIVAL

May 22, 23, 24—Five Concerts

CITY AUDITORIUM, CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

FIRST CONCERT, MAY 22, 8:15 O'clock
Wagner Convenryale Celebration
Soliot, Marie Rappold, of Metropolitans; Opera Co. Choral Work; Minneapolis Opera Pioneers from "Pirates" and "Rigoletto.

SECOND CONCERT, MAY 23, 2:00 O'clock
Syrphony Concert

THIRD CONCERT, MAY 23, 8:15 O'Clock
Artistic Night
Soliot, Grenville-Baize, centinals

FOURTH CONCERT, MAY 24, 2:00 O'Clock
Popular Program

FIFTH CONCERT, MAY 24, 7:00 O'Clock
Piecy's "Children's Concert"
Choral Union (200 voices) Children's Chorus (200 voices)
Eminent Solists

Minneapolis Orchestra Plays at Each Concert
Season Tickets, $5.00, $4.00 and $3.00. Nover on Sale.

Single Tickets, 75c, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00

For information send to

COE COLLEGE CONSERVATORY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

WE ALSO FRAME PICTURES OF ALL KINDS

HOME GROWN

Roses Pivoas Valleys Hyacinths Carnations

Artistically Arranged

183 Clinton St.

Iowa City

Winning Your Good Will

By selling you the best GROCERIES at reasonable Cost is our aim.

Grandrath's Busy Grocery
Phone 89
129 South Dubuque St.

SENIORS SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON GRADUATION POTRATIS AT THE Townsend Studio

MAKE EARLY APPOINTMENTS
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R I E S

BOOK STORE

Can Supply you with paper for any size loose leaf note books. Typewriter paper and ribbons and stationery supplies. 28 S. CLINTON ST.

ALL THE

Newspapers and Magazines

WIENEKE'S

220 EAST WASHINGTON STREET

LUSCOMBE

Gives Special Rates on Senior Photos : : :
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GOING TO GRADUATE? GOING TO BE A JUNE BRIDE? GOING AWAY?

**You know what many will realize...**

It’s a safe guess that there will be many June brides.

Here you will find beautiful new-fangled things—PLETTELS that will capture the fancy of the CRITICAL young women—or they will include a marvelous diversity of delightful wares. Dream Dresses, Lightly Weighted Millinery, Panama, Parasole, Silk History, Coats, Glows, Blouses, Halfcoats, Under-
neat, Mesh Bags, Traveling Bags, Auto Veils, with thousands of items. American Novelty at surprisingly low prices.

**BUY AT HEADQUARTERS, IT’S SAFE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand Hiting Wins for Iowa</th>
<th>(Continued from Page 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haskell vs. 2... 9 2 3...</td>
<td>Uddenberg 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May... 1 1 1 1 1... 1...</td>
<td>Hart... 5 0 0 0 2...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank... 6 0 1 1 1...</td>
<td>Jackson 9 0 0 1 3...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckoff 2 0 0 0 2... 1...</td>
<td>Redman 2 0 0 1... 1...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS**

- 2 4 4 2 3

---

**SUNDAY—Two base hits, Eyke, Snyder, Bruckner, Underwood, Smith, Garret, Eyke, Haskell, struck out by Ingham 6; by Beckoff 2; by Rodham 4. Bases on balls, 1 2 1 0; 1 2 1 0; 1 2 1 0; 1 2 1 0; 1 2 1 0.**

**USC**

- 1 1 1 1 1

---

**The last open meeting of the Com-**

**mercial Art**

The perfect way to handle your card, book, or other paper business. We cater to the needs of the trade and handle both commercial and personal orders. We have the latest in equipment and are able to handle any job. We print on all kinds of paper, from rough to fine, at reasonable prices. Our work is done quickly and at a fair price. We are open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday. Call us at 123 Main Street, or drop us a line at commercialart@business.com.